
MX 1102 IOS Player

Complete Multi-Screen Solution for Mobile Devices

Instant Video Streaming for IOS Smartphones and Tablets

The MX 1102 IOS player allows viewers with IOS smartphones and tablets to watch live TV and VOD instantly. Viewers have complete access to
IPTV packages they subscribed to. Operators can enhance their IPTV services by offering multi-screen streaming on IP set top boxes, PC
players, Android smartphones, IOS smartphones, and mobile tablets.

Watch Videos Optimized for IOS Devices

MatrixStream’s IPTV platform is optimized to stream videos to multiple devices with different screen sizes. Once an IOS device is connected to the
backend, the backend can identify the device and stream the video optimized for that device. The MX 1102 IOS player fully supports live TV, VOD,
and videos recorded using MatrixStream‘s MDVR (Multi-Screen Digital Video Recorder) feature.

Parental Control and Optimized Electronic Programming Guide (EPG)

Both IOS smartphones and tablets can access the EPG using an optimize user interface specifically designed for the IOS devices. Each viewer
can access live TV, VOD, and MDVR EPG. Parental controls are enabled on IOS devices. When a change to a parental control is made, it
becomes immediately effective on all the devices whether it is PC, STB, or mobile viewers.

Adaptive Streaming

The MX 1102 IOS player supports adaptive streaming. Based on each viewer’s available bandwidth, IMX streaming servers will optimize the
viewing quality for that viewer. When a viewer has higher available bandwidth, a higher-quality video is provided as opposed to a viewer with a
lower bandwidth. The entire IPTV system is optimized to give each viewer the best viewing experience based on available bandwidth.

Multi-Screen viewing with IPTV Ecosystem

The MX 1102 IOS player is fully integrated with the entire MatrixStream IPTV ecosystem, enabling seamless access for viewers. IPTV viewers
can watch any video, whether on live TV channels or VOD, on devices from large HDTVs, PCs, smartphones, and tablets.

Hardware and OS Requirements:

IOS Smartphone Low Quality Streaming
- IOS 3.01 and higher
- IOS 4.0 and higher (required for Closed Caption)
- Broadband speed 1 Mbps+

IOS Smartphone High Quality Streaming
- IOS 3.01 and higher
- IOS 4.0 and higher (required for Closed Caption)
- Broadband speed 1.5 Mbps+

IOS Tablet Streaming
- IOS 3.01 and higher
- IOS 4.0 and higher (required for Closed Caption)
- Broadband speed 1.5 Mbps+

Order Part Number

1,000 user licenses: IMX-IOS-ULP1000
10,000 user licenses: IMX-IOS-ULP10000
50,000 user licenses: IMX-IOS-ULP50000
100,000 user licenses: IMX-IOS-ULP100000
500,000 user licenses: IMX-IOS-ULP500000
1,000,000 user licenses: IMX-IOS-ULP1000000
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